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Problem 1 (30 points)1 Let D4 = fR0; R90; R180; R270; S1; S2; S3; S4g be the dihedral group of order8, whih onsists of symmetries of a square. Here, eah Ri is the symmetryof the square given by ounterlokwise rotation by i degrees. Eah Si is areetion about an axis of symmetry of the square, labeled as follows:(On the atual exam, pitures indiated the axis of reetion. In thenotation of Chapter 1 of Gallian, S1 = H, S2 = V , S3 = D, S4 = D0.)
(a) (10 pts). Calulate the produts R270S1 and S1R270 in D4. Show yourwork.Refer to the method of alulation of produts in the Dihedral group givenin Chapter 1 of Gallian, and the Cayley table given there. The answers wereR270S1 = S3 and S1R270 = S4. The most ommon mistake was multiplyingthe elements in the wrong order: R270S1 means �rst do the reetion S1,then do the rotation R270.
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(b) (10 pts). Complete the following Cayley table of the group D4, usingpart (a) and your knowledge of Cayley tables. (Remember that the produtg1g2 is written in row g1 and olumn g2 of the Cayley table.) Mention briey(without proof) what fats about Cayley tables you relied on to ompletethe diagram.One the produts S1R270 and R270S1 were �lled in, the rest of the entriesfollowed by pure logi using that every element of the group must appearexatly one in eah olumn and exatly one in eah row. The entries thatneeded to be �lled in are in bold.R0 R90 R180 R270 S1 S2 S3 S4R0 R0 R90 R180 R270 S1 S2 S3 S4R90 R90 R180 R270 R0 S4 S3 S1 S2R180 R180 R270 R0 R90 S2 S1 S4 S3R270 R270 R0 R90 R180 S3 S4 S2 S1S1 S1 S3 S2 S4 R0 R180 R90 R270S2 S2 S4 S1 S3 R180 R0 R270 R90S3 S3 S2 S4 S1 R270 R90 R0 R180S4 S4 S1 S3 S2 R90 R270 R180 R0
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() (10 pts). Prove that the group D4 is not yli.One method is to alulate every yli subgroup hxi for every x 2 D4and prove that none of those yli subgroups is equal to D4.A less alulation-oriented argument (whih many people notied) goes asfollows. Suppose Ri is a rotation in D4. Then sine every power of a rotationis again another rotation, the yli subgroup hRii ontains no reetionsand thus annot be equal to D4.If instead Sj is a reetion in D4, then Sj has order 2 and so hSji =fR0; Sjg, whih is again not all of D4.Sine any element of D4 is either a reetion or a rotation, for no x 2 D4will we have hxi = D4 and so D4 is not yli.
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Problem 2 (20 points)(a) (10 pts) Give an example of an in�nite yli group. Explain how youknow it is yli.The example is (Z;+), the group of integers under addition. It is ylibeause h1i = Z, in other words 1 is a generator. This is beause h1i =fn � 1jn 2 Zg, the set of all positive and negative multiples of 1 (rememberin an additive group one uses multiples not powers), whih is learly equalto Z.(In fat h�1i = Z as well, but no other elements besides 1 and�1 generateZ.)
(b) (10 pts) Give an example of an in�nite non-Abelian group. Prove yourexample is non-Abelian.The example is GL(2;R) = ��a b d� ����a; b; ; d 2 R and ad� b 6= 0�.It is obviously in�nite, sine R is in�nite and every matrix �a 00 1� witha 2 R is in GL(2;R). (Although note that I did not require a proof that yourexample was in�nite.)To see that GL(2;R) is non-Abelian, it is suÆient to �nd a pair of ma-tries whih do not ommute. Almost any random pair of di�erent matriesworks, for example A = �1 10 1� and B = �1 01 1�, sine AB = �2 11 1� andBA = �1 11 2�. (However, note that there are some pairs of matries whihdo ommute, for instane any matrix ommutes with itself.)5



Problem 3 (30 points)(a) (10 pts). Consider the group U(20). List the elements of U(20). Whatis the order of U(20)?U(20) = f[a℄j gd(a; 20) = 1g = f[1℄; [3℄; [5℄; [7℄; [11℄; [13℄; [17℄; [19℄g. Inother words, this onsists of all ongruene lasses mod 20 whih have arepresentative relatively prime to 20. There are 8 suh distint lasses andso jU(20)j = 8.
(b) (10 pts). Find (by inspetion, say) the inverse in U(20) of the element[13℄, and show that your answer really is the inverse of [13℄.This an be done by multiplying [13℄ by the other elements in turn untilthe produt is [1℄. Or, note that sine one needs the �nal digit of the produtwith [13℄ to be 1, one an eliminate all but [7℄ and [17℄ as possibilities im-mediately. but [13℄[7℄ = [91℄ = [11℄, so we must have [13℄�1 = [17℄. Indeed,[13℄[17℄ = [�7℄[�3℄ = [21℄ = [1℄.
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() (10 pts). Let H be a subgroup of U(20) suh that [9℄ 2 H and [11℄ 2 H,but H 6= U(20). Find suh an H, and prove that you answer is the onlysubgroup of U(20) with those properties.Suppose that H is a subgroup of U(20) whih is not all of U(20), andwhih ontains [9℄ and [11℄. Every subgroup ontains the identity so also[1℄ 2 H, and sine H is losed under produts, [9℄[11℄ = [99℄ = [19℄ 2 H.By Lagrange's Theorem, jHj must be a divisor of jU(20)j = 8, and sineH 6= U(20) we know that jHj < 8. But we have already showed that H musthave at least 4 elements, whih fores H = f[1℄; [9℄; [11℄; [19℄g.If we want to be very areful, we should also hek that H really is asubgroup. This an be done by showing it is losed under produts andinverses by diret omputation.
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Problem 4 (20 points)Let G = (Q ;+) be the group of all rational numbers under the operation ofaddition. Expliitly, Q = �ab ���� a; b 2 Z; b 6= 0�:LetH be the subset of all rational numbers whih an be written as a frationwhere the denominator is 2 to some nonnegative integer power. In otherwords, H = �ab ����a; b 2 Z; b = 2n for some n � 0g:(a) (15 pts). Prove that H is a subgroup of G. (Remember the operationis addition!)To show that H is a subgroup we use the 2-step subgroup test. Sine G isa group with operation alled addition, we must hek that H is losed undersums, and losed under additive inverses. So let h1 = a1=2m and h2 = a2=2nbe two elements of H, for some a1; a2 2 Z and m;n � 0. To add h1 and h2we �nd a ommon denominator, and so geth1 + h2 = a1=2m + a2=2n = (a12n + a22m)=(2m2n) = (a12n + a22m)=2m+n:Sine the numerator is again an integer and the denominator is a power of2, h1 + h2 2 H. Thus H is losed under sums.To hek thatH is losed under inverses, just note that�h1 = (�a1)=2m 2H. Thus H is a subgroup by the 2-step subgroup test.
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(b) (5 pts). Consider the left osets of H in (Q ;+). Are the two osets(3=5) +H and (17=20) +H equal or not? Justify your answer.By the properties of left osets, two osets a + H and b + H are equalif and only if �a + b 2 H. Sine (17=20) � (3=5) = (1=4) 2 H, the osets(3=5) +H and (17=20) +H are equal.Alternatively, one ould note that (17=20) = (3=5) + (1=4) 2 (3=5) +Hand (17=20) = (17=20) + 0 2 (17=20) +H. Sine the osets (3=5) +H and(17=20)+H are not disjoint, by the properties of osets they must be equal.
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